
Air-Flow Ask your dentist for  
Air-Flow and start  
your journey to a  
healthier smile today!

PROFESSIONAL BIOFILM & STAIN REMOVAL 

BRIGHTEN YOUR SMILE

GENTLY AND PAINLESSLY REMOVE STUBBORN  
STAINS WITH AIR-FLOW ORAL CLEANSING THERAPY

BRIGHTEN YOUR SMILE TODAY!

“My Hygienist used the Air-Flow  
on my teeth.
I now ask for it every time, 
my teeth look shiny and whiter after 
the treatment.”

“The Air-Flow treatment is completely 
pain free and leaves my mouth feeling 
really smooth and clean.
I love it!” 



 

What is
Air-FlowHEAVY STAINING

BEFORE
HEAVY STAINING

AFTER

ASK FOR AIR-FLOW 

	 Tackle	severe	stains	&	biofilm	

	 Immediate	brightening	results

	 Increased	confidence

 

	 Fast	&	painless	procedure	 	
	 Removes	debris	&	plaque

	 Affordable

ORTHO BRACKETS
BEFORE

LIGHT STAINING
BEFORE

ORTHO BRACKETS
AFTER

LIGHT STAINING
AFTER

Air-Flow is a professional,  
biofilm	and	stain	removal	 
system that tackles  
stubborn	stains,	which	 
are	difficult	to	remove	 
with normal teeth  
whitening methods.    

Air-Flow	treatment	is	for	anyone	looking	for	a	brighter,	
whiter smile. From light staining to more severe stains;  
Air-Flow	significantly	improves	tooth	brightness,	giving	
you	a	noticeably,	sparkling,	healthy	mouth,	in	an	instant.

Using a special powder, air, and a gentle jet stream of 
water; Air-Flow gently and painlessly removes surface 
stains	caused	by	tobacco,	food	and	drink.	In	just	one	
appointment, you will immediately see and feel the 
difference.

IS IT RIGHT FOR ME? HOW DOES IT WORK?

Help your smile  

be	as	bright	as	 

it	can	be	with	 

Air-Flow oral  

cleansing therapy.

A beautiful 

smile 
can light up the room

WHAT	ARE	THE	CAUSES	OF	TEETH	STAINING?

Typically,	teeth	stains	affect	the	surface	of	the	teeth	and	once	severe,	cannot	always	be	removed	with	
brushing	alone.	These	surface	stains	can	be	caused	by	smoking,	coffee,	tea,	red	wine	and	eating	foods	
that	contain	colourants.	Air-Flow	removes	surface	stains	easily,	resulting	in	a	brighter,	whiter	smile.		
Sometimes, discolouration occurs on a deeper level. This can result from the use of certain medications, or 
a	genetic	susceptibility	to	darker	teeth.	A	combination	of	teeth	whitening	and	Air-Flow	treatment	provides	
dramatic	results;	resulting	in	a	smile	which	can	be	several	shades	lighter.

?



Perio-Flow 
PROFESSIONAL ORAL HYGIENE & IMPLANT MAINTENANCE

MAINTAIN YOUR GUM HEALTH

REDUCE THE HEALTH RISKS OF GUM DISEASE  
WITH PERIO-FLOW ORAL CLEANSING THERAPY.

A HEALTHY SMILE IS A BEAUTIFUL SMILE!

Ask your dentist 

for Perio-Flow and start  

your journey to a healthier  

smile today!



 

ASK FOR PERIO-FLOW 

Maintain gum health

Remove	hard	to	access	bacteria 

Delicate	on	gums	&	teeth

Professional implant cleaning

Safe	&	gentle

Affordable

GUM	DISEASE IS

The	main	cause	of	bad	breath

Can	cause	tooth	or	implant	loss

Widely	linked	to	heart	disease Can	affect	pregnancy	 
sometimes causing  
low	birth	weight

Perio-Flow is a gentle, 
professional, oral health treatment, 
that	quickly	and	painlessly	
removes	hard	to	reach	bacteria;	
maintaining gum health, without 
damaging any gum tissue.    

Perio-Flow treatment is ideal 
for	anyone	concerned	about	
their gum health. Build Perio-
Flow into a plan of regular 
appointments, and ensure 
the	best	possible	chance	of	
achieving and maintaining 
excellent gum health.  

Thorough oral hygiene is essential  
to	prevent	bacteria	and	disease	 
around implants. Perio-Flow is the 
perfect option for specialised care  
in	this	area;	delivering	a	non-abrasive,	 
gentle,	treatment	which	will	contribute	
to the long-term  
preservation  
of your implant.

Using	a	special	fine	powder,	air,	and	a	
gentle jet stream of water; Perio-Flow 
gently	and	painlessly	flushes	out	bacteria	
from hard to access deep pockets, caused 
by	periodontitis*	or	implantitis*.
 *Periodontitis	–	Is	a	serious	infection	of	the	gums	that	
damages	the	soft	tissue	and	destroys	the	bone	that	
supports your teeth. 

*Implantitis	–	Is	an	infectious	disease	that	causes	
inflammation	of	the	surrounding	gum	and	bone	of	both	 
the soft and hard tissue surrounding a dental implant.

IS IT RIGHT FOR ME? HOW DOES PERIO-FLOW TREATMENT 
SUPPORT IMPLANT CARE?

HOW DOES IT WORK?

the	condition	of	your	teeth	affects	 

your	overall	health? 

Perio-Flow can help you  

maintain your gum  

health, ensuring  

your teeth and  

body	stay	 

healthy. 

Did you
know

What is
Perio-Flow ?


